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PROMOTION CEREMONIES-Col. James R. Wilson, Director of the Texas Department of Public S~fety, (left) honors Tom
Millwee as the new Chief of Division of Emergency Management. Millwee, whose promotion was effective June 1, replaces
Robert Lansford who retired in May. See related stories on Page Three. (Kent Kinkade Photo)
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Region 1 - Dallas
Region 2A - Houston
Region 2B - Beaumont

convey this, my first, column as your State Coordinator. I move into this
position with a tremen-

dous amount of enthusiasm and pride, knowing that the emergency
managers of Texas are the
best in the profession.

7f

win%

Additionally, I inherit programs and staff that are second to none in the nation. I wish to pay a public ex-

pression of gratitude to Robert Lansford for having provided the leadership and vision in moving the program
to the point it is now. It shall be my intent to facilitate
further growth and development of our chosen

profession.
At a time of growing budget constraints coupled with
ever-increasing risks, we, as emergency managers, must
be visible and accessible. The public must fully appreciate the value of an emergency management program. To this end, the state staff is committed to supporting emergency managers at all levels to clearly
communicate risks and explain plans to mitigate those
risks.
I firmly believe that the public must be fully informed if
your programs are to succeed. For that reason, I want to
participate at every opportunity with local emergency
mangers and jointly educate our public.
I truly feel we must approach our profession with a
"customer service" attitude. Servicing the customerthe public-is the bottom line. Regardless of the depth
and breadth of our plans and procedures, if the public
isn't part of the solution through education, then they

likely will become part of the problem. I look forward to
your ideas on how we can make this happen.
Another perspective I have relates to what might be called a partnership in preparedness. By this I mean a partnership of three important groups: public officials,
private sector, and the people at large. These three
groups must collaborate and cooperate for the system
to work. We must continue to support one another. As I
look around the state, I see strong private sector support of emergency management. I want to continue that
relationship.

Abel Contreras, Jr............ Region 3 - Corpus Christi

Professionalism also is an area of interest for me. Our

Region 4 - Midland

field is on the threshold of a number of initiatives that

Joe Crabtree .......................

William R. Johnson ................
Steve Vaughn .......................

Region 5 - Lubbock
Region 6 - Waco

Cont. on pg. 15
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Tom Millwee named State Coordinator
by Ed Schaefer
Assistant Coordinator, Operations
Department of Public Safety Director James
Wilson, has named Tom Millwee as State Coordinator of the Governor's Division of Emergency
Management, effective June 1.
As State Coordinator, Miliwee is responsible for
day-to-day operations of the division, including
supervising the department's Headquarters Communications Bureau, which serves as the state's
primary dissemination point for emergency
information.
Millwee, an 11-year veteran of the division, served

most recently as Assistant State Coordinator for
Operations. He joined the division in 1981 as a
planner in the Flood Insurance Assistance Program and also has served as State Plans Officer.
He has been directly involved in the state's Hurricane Preparedness Program, a nationallyrecognized program designed to mitigate the
adverse impact of hurricanes by increasing
awareness and emergency preparedness among
coastal jurisdictions.
According to Millwee, the need to continue increasing the visibility of emergency management
across the state is among his most pressing
challenges as State Coordinator.
He points out that emergency management has
long since outgrown its Civil Defense roots, expanding to become an integral part of state and local
government strategies for responding to disasters
of any type-either natural or man-made.

"I feel good," Millwee says, "because I believe we
have the most professional emergency managers
in the country."

He adds that the message of emergency
management-a message based on the premise
that people can minimize the adverse effects of

catastrophic events through adequate planning
and preparation-must be carried to the general
public if significant progress is to be made in
minimizing the adverse affect of disasters.
"Emergency management is everybody's
business," he says. "Government agencies make
plans and develop strategies to cope with hazardous situations of all types, but if the people don't
get this information, we won't accomplish our
goal. The public must be made aware of the
hazards facing them and the corresponding plans
that will protect them"
A key element in this communications process, he
notes, is enhanced visibility and accessibility of
emergency management officials. He says this accessibility and visibility should heighten the public
perception that state and local emergency
management officials have an adequate grasp of
the nature of the hazards and have developed appropriate strategies for responding to them.
A graduate of North Texas State University,
Millwee also holds a Master of Public Administration degree from the University of Nebraska at
Omaha. A native Texan from Big Spring, Millwee
and wife, Mary, have three daughters-Jenny, 14,
Nicole, 13, and Amanda 6.

Robert Lansford sends thanks for the memories
Tuesday afternoon, May 26, 1992, 1 experienced
one of the most memorable times of my employment over the last 23 plus years. The retirement
activities for me that afternoon here at the DPS
Headquarters brought moments of joy and certainly some emotional feelings to me.
I was deeply touched by the "Letters of Remembrance" from so many people I have known
through the years-people from local governments, state officials and federal governments and
some just friends. Those letters really touched me.
I have read them several times and I am sure I will
read them many more times. Thank you.
I sincerely believe the emergency management
program in this state is the strongest, most solid

of any in the nation. It is that way because you,

as individuals, have made it so. The DEM staff of
Texas is the best, there's no doubt about that. Our
job at the State level has been successful
because of the cooperation and support given by
local government personnel.
Emergency Management cuts across all levels of
government. That is why, in this state, it works. It
is not something that one or two select people do,
rather it is everyone, including volunteers, who
make it work. It is your program, it is your community, it is our State.

Thanks for the Memories...
May 29, 1992
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Datelines & Deadlines
Conference Preview
AUSTIN-Red Lion Hotel has been selected as the
site for the 32nd Emergency Management Conference, Feb. 23-25, 1993, in Austin. The Red Lion,
6121 North IH-35, is located at the Intersection of
Hwy 290 and IH-35. (512) 323-5466. The room rate for
the Conference will be $60 single, $75 double. Reservation cards will be mailed with other Conference
registration information this Fall.

Facility Survey Deadlines
DEADLINE-All jurisdictions receiving EMA funds
must complete the review of Facility Survey (FS)
data-CACTUS-and submit changes, deletions, and
additions to DEM. Jurisdictions in Regions Three,
Four, Five and Six should complete this requirement
by Sept. 30. Regiors One and Two jurisdictions are
scheduled for update work during FY 1993. Facility
survey updates are an EMA requirement which, if not
completed, may result in termination of EMA eligibility for FY 1994. Anyone needing information or
assistance should contact Richard Boltz of DEM at
(512) 465-2000, ext. 3803.

Retirees Honored
AUSTIN-When DPS Assistant Director Dudley
Thomas spoke at retirement ceremonies for both
DEM Chief Robert Lansford, and Communications
Manager Jack Marline, he noted that while the
"body" can be replaced, years of experience and acquired knowledge cannot.
More than 200 family, friends, and co-workers attended each of the retirement receptions held in honor of
Lansford and Martine, on Tuesday, May 26, and Friday, May 29, respectively.
At his reception, Lansford was recognized for 23 plus
years of service and dedication to DEM and the
citizens of Texas. he received numerous awards and
recognitions from throughout the U.S., including an
appreciation plaque from Gov. Ann Richards and a
collection of letters sent from throughout the U.S. by
friends, and associates, elected and appointed officials and from throughout the emergency management community.
Following the reception, Lansford was honored at a
barbecue dinner sponsored by the DEM staff. There
he was presented a "unique" memento-a portion of
the old pneumatic message system which once served the State EOC. The message inside.."Light at the
End of the Tunnel."
During Martine's retirement reception, the 32-year
DPS/DEM veteran was honored for his "can do" attitude. He was recognized for his many contributions

to DPS communications and received a plaque bearing a portion of the circuit board from the first
TLETS system. Martine also received a numerous letters from friends and associates, a gold watch and
the Texas flag which flew over the capitol the day of
his retirement.

Coordinator Retires
FORT WORTH-After 37 years of service to the Fort
Worth Fire Department, the City of Fort Worth and
Tarrant County, Emergency Management Coordinator
Alton Bostick retired, effective March 31. Jim Marx
will serve as interim Emergency Management Coordinator until a replacement is selected.

Retirement Announced
BIG SPRING-After 14 years of service to the City of
Big Spring, Hal Boyd will retire effective July 31. During his tenure, he has served as Emergency Management Coordinator for the City of Big Spring and for
Howard County. Assistant Coordinator Margaret
Churchwell will handle program operations until the
vacancy is filled.

A Word of Thanks
PECOS-Bill R. Cole, Chief of Pecos Volunteer EMS,
sent a word of thanks to the CISD team which
assisted that community following a quadruple
murder-suicide incident in May.
In a letter to DEM's Ed Schaefer, Cole writes, "It was
very thoughtful and considerate of you and the other
team members to take the time to fly all the way
from Austin to rural West Texas to help us through a
tough situation. Your efforts are sincerely appreciated by each of us. I had many very positive
responses from those that attended. The CISD session really helped us to cope with this senseless
crime, and the trauma that resulted from it."

Thank You Notes
WADSWORTH-Lurinda S. Barton, Supervising
Emergency Preparedness Staff Specialist, has sent
the following thank you note to State Coordinator
Tom Millwee.
"Thank you for the cooperation demonstrated by all
at the Division of Emergency Management participating in the 1992 Dress Rehearsal and Graded
Exercise. You have an extremely professional staff
who take their jobs seriously, as well as their commitment to the health and safety of the public. The
entire staff, as always, did a marvelous job...It continues to be a pleasure working with you and your
staff. Please extend to them a heartfelt thanks from
me and all of us at South Texas Project Electric
Generating Station for a job well done..."

June 1992
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Recovery includes more than physical loss
Disaster and emergency response take their toll in
many forms-physical and emotional. Through the
years disaster planning has concentrated primarily
upon the physical-now psychological and emotional
needs are being recognized as an increasingly important part of the planning process.
The idea for a coordinated, multi-disciplinary statelevel crisis counseling initiative began to take form
last summer when several groups, each working independently, began exploring possibilities.
The state initiative began to coalesce during a
September meeting among Division of Emergency
Management staff members, representatives of the
Governor's Crime Victim Clearinghouse and person-

nel from the Austin Police Department's Victim ServicesrDivision. Following that meeting, DEM's Ed
Schaefer was assigned the task of exploring the Division's role in state-level crisis counseling planning.
The task was soon to move from the sterile realm of
academia to jarring reality. On Oct. 16, 1991, the need
for such a program became painfully apparent.
At noon that day George Hennard drove his pickup
truck through the front window of the Luby's
Cafeteria in Killeen, and began to systematically

execute the patrons. By the end of his rampage, he
lay dead, along with 22 of his victims. Thirty-four
other victims were transported to area hospitals. One
of those victims later died, making this the worst
single-day mass murder in the nation's history.
"The toll of Hennard's actions wasn't limited to the
dead and injured," Schaefer said, "he victimized an
entire community."
Fortunately, the Killeen Police Department had an
established crime victim assistance program, headed
by a victim assistance officer trained in the basics of
trauma counseling and consisting of an extensive
network of local counseling resources.
In addition, the training received by the Killeen mental health community in anticipation of massive
casualties during Operation Desert Storm gave the
city an unusually large pool of trained personnel.
They were quickly pressed into service to attend to
persons overwhelmed by shock and grief in the wake
of the incident.
In the aftermath of the incident, state personnelincluding representatives of DEM, the Texas Department of Health Bureau of Emergency Management,
Cont. on next pg.

STUDYING THE EMOTIONAL TOLL-Cindy Lea Arbelbide, NOVA Director of Training, (left) and Cheryl Tyiska, NOVA
Director of Victim Services (seated) recognized students with certificates and Lifesavers following a week-long program at the DPS training academy. Among class participants were DPS Inspector Marx Howell and Ann Hutchison,

Director of Victim Services for the Austin Police Department. (Jo Schweikhard Moss Photo)
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Emotional Recovery-cont. from
previous pg.
the Governor's Crime Victim Clearinghouse, the
Department of Public Safety and the Attorney
General's office-went to Killeen to assist the
victims.
Through the efforts of local and state personnel, as
well as a multitude of outside agencies and individuals who volunteered their services, a coordinated emotional support network was made
available to the many people whose lives changed
drastically that day.
While this hastily-assembled coalition was able to
deliver a vast array of trauma support services on
short notice, Schaefer admitted the ad hoc approach
"was not the way to go." State personnel, he said,
returned from Killeen with a fresh understanding and
a growing concern about the need for a state-level
initiative.
That concern quickly was translated into action
when then DEM State Coordinator Robert Lansford
convened an inter-agency task force to study the
issues and concerns.
Since then, the task force has begun resource identification at both the state and local levels; instituted
training; developed the core of a trained state-level
response team; and begun concrete planning for implementing a coordinated approach for delivery of
crisis mental health services across the state.

June 1992

Schaefer noted that to be effective in disaster situations, mental health personnel of all disciplines must
be able to function within an incident command
structure.
"They also must possess a common understanding
of the methods being used to meet the psychological
and emotional needs of disaster victims as well as
the organizational structure being used by the interagency team and the procedures which must be implemented to ensure that help is made available in a
timely manner to all who need it," he said.
Studies have shown that, in order to be most effective in helping those affected by traumatic events,
crisis counseling services must be delivered as soon
as possible, preferably within 24 to 48 hours following the incident, he said.
"Because local governments have the shortest
response times to most incidents," he noted, "the
challenge for local and state agencies is to identify
local resources in advance of a situation, develop
means of quickly deploying those resources, and
supplementing them, as needed, with additional personnel."
The process of training state personnel began recently when representatives of the National Organization
for Victim Assistance (NOVA) of Washington, D.C.,
conducted a crisis response team training course in
Austin.
The week-long program, held in May at the Department of Public Safety (DPS) Training Academy, provided training to 40 state-agency personnel represen-

Although many details still are to be worked out,

ting the Texas Department of Mental Health and Men-

Schaefer said, the state's approach to this problem
will include development of: resources for delivery of
crisis mental health services at the local level; trained teams of state-agency personnel at the
district/region level to assist local efforts, as needed;
a state-level team capable of providing additional
personnel and expertise; and a State of Texas training curriculum designed to equip both local and
state personnel with the knowledge and skills
necessary to function as part of a coordinated crisis
response team.

tal Retardation, the Texas Department of Health, the
Department of Public Safety, and the Governor's
Crime Victim Clearinghouse. Austin Police Department Crisis Team members were present to share a
local perspective on the issues.

The key to success of this approach, Schaefer said,
is based on the fact that each community has an existing pool of professionals who undoubtedly will
provide assistance during any significant incidenti.e., physicians, counselors, victim services personnel,
clergy, etc.

The course, Schaefer said, addressed trauma issues
and helped participants understand the
psychological and emotional needs of victims of
violent crime, or of natural or technological disasters.
It trained participants in the use of the NOVA model
of providing crisis counseling to the wide variety of
groups which could be victimized by an incident.
These groups include, among others, those directly
harmed, the survivors, emergency response personnel, and the community as a whole.

The task of emergency management personnel, he
added, is to identify those individuals and provide
them with training in the skills specific to trauma
and mass disaster response.

The next step in the process, Schaefer said, is integration of the NOVA model, the Critical Incident
Stress Debriefing model being used by TDH for
emergency medical services personnel, and
state/local emergency management plans into a coordinated approach.

"When these persons are incorporated into the
overall disaster response organization," he added,
"psychological and emotional recovery should follow
physical and financial recovery"

Schaefer said that even now programs can begin to
take shape at the local level, and become part of the
planning process.
Cont. on pg. 18
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HURRICANE AWARENESS-(Above) State Coordinator
Robert Lansford at Galvesor's 1992 Hurricare Season
Town Meeting encouraged ccnrinued support cf hurricane preparedness prograrrs. Galveston sponsored
ore of many community-based preparendess events.
Other area prcgrarns inc.u'ed Baytown, Beaumont,
Brownsville, Corpus Christ1, Houston, and Texas City
Schweikhard Moss ?hoto)

.o

o

(Left) Lansford receives a public service recogrition pfeque from Galveston City Manager Doug Metthews. (Clay
Kennelly Photo)
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Polly, meet Zelda
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In Maryland a hJrricane came ashore lollowinc a
pate much the same as Hurricane Hugo. By the
time t reached the s-ata's southern border it was
barely a Catego'y One hurricane.
Before it breached into Pennsylvania, Hurricane
Zelda left in its path nearly $1.2 billion in damage,
forcing Governor William Donald Schaefer to seea Presidential Disaste ~)eclaration.
SOf curse, like Hurricane Polly, the good news is
that this information was part of the state's an-

nual hurricane exercise. It seems that Zelda is to
Maryland what Polly is to Texas.
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All bets are off -be
by Wade Nofziger
Hazard Mitigation Officer
Do you realize that 4.4 million people live within
the two county tier along the Texas coast? That's
26.6 percent of the Texas population. That's a lot
of folks. Can you imagine trying to evacuate that
many people from the coast during a hurricane?
With that, guess what time of year this is? Hurricane Season. By the time you receive this
Digest, many of you will have participated in the
"Polly" exercise and are busy getting ready for
both tourist and hurricane seasons. I don't envy
judges, mayors, and EMCs who live in those threat
areas and who have the responsibility to protect
citizens from the hurricane threat.
The predictions for the number of hurricanes this
year are supposed to be lower than normal, plus
we are having a time of the El Niho. Many people
have been saying that because of the El Nio
weather conditions there will be fewer hurricanes.
Sounds like a low threat year, right? Wrong.
Remember Alicia? She did $2.34 billion in
damages in 1983 during an El Niho. The National
Weather Service tells me that El Nihos do not affect hurricane probabilities in the Gulf of Mexico.
Therefore, all bets are off and we all have to be
prepared.
Remember 1991? We had no tropical storms in the
Gulf at all, which is only the second time this century that has happened. Therefore, I would tend to
believe the probability of having some kind of a
tropical storm in the Gulf during 1992 is pretty
high.
The point of all this is to get your attention. In the
emergency management business, we are supposed to be ready for anything. You coastal folks have
the highest threat and I hope you take that
seriously.
Which brings me to evacuation procedures. Are
you ready? Is your plan in good shape? Do you
have ESTED-TX and do you practice it? ESTED-TX
works and can give judges and mayors the edge in
time needed to make a good evacuation decision.
It's there for you. I suggest you use it.
For those of you who are new and don't know
what ESTED-TX is all about, it is an acronym for

prepared

Estimated Safe Time before and Evacuation Decision (Texas) must be made. It is a computer program which can run on a PC and which provides a
time-based on the storm at a particular time and
place-after which it is too late to evacuate all
citizens of a specific area. The information comes
from the latest Marine Advisory.
Or, if you don't have a PC in the office but have
access to the Texas Law Enforcement Telecommunications System (TLETS), you can get the
same product transmitted from the State EOC
here at DEM. Either way, you have access to some
of the most current evacuation decision-making
data in the country, which can aid in that critical
decision-when do you recommend evacuation of
your population?

It is an important decision and we believe you
should have access to the best information
available.
The computer model works! But be aware that
ESTED does not tell you where the hurricane will
strike; it tells you the time available for evacuation
if it comes your way. It's a planning tool, but the
final call is yours. The decision time means
basically, that if you decide to evacuate after the
"too late time," you can't get everybody out of the
area before the storm hits. That information may
be very important to you.
By the way, if you don't have the PC ESTED-TX
diskettes, call Texas Agricultural Extension Service
at Texas A&M University, (409) 845-3929, and they
will send them to you, along with a users manual.
The cost is $25; all future updates are free. What a
deal!
Many of you may be saying that this hurricane
stuff is boring; it doesn't apply to me. Oh really?
Are you a host community for a hurricane evacuation? The City of Dallas, is and they aren't even
close to the coast. So just be aware of the fact
that you may be indirectly involved in the hurricane preparedness program and may have certain responsibilities for hurricane preparedness.
All of us here at DEM are dedicated to protecting
the lives of Texans. There are many threats out
there and a hurricane is just one of them.
Preparedness and exercising your procedures can
go a long way toward the required level of protection. I hope this hurricane season goes well for
your. Good Luck.

June 1992
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HURRICANE COUNT-Hurrican9 research and reconnaissance missions, commemorated with individual stamps on
its belly, are onvy oart of the research duties of the WP-3D Lockheed Orion research aircraft-operated and maintained by NOAA. In addition, the four-engane, turbo-prop research platforms are useo for a variety of national and international meteorologica end oceanographic research programs annually. DEM officials viewed one such craft on
display in Galveston during the Hurricane Season Town Meeting there in May. (Jo Schweikhard Moss Photo)

New names could have a lot to say
by Jo SchweikI-ard Mass
Assistant Emergency Information Officer

were named for the particular saint's day on which t
occurred.

Andrew, Bonnie, Charley or Danielle these or 17 other
names this year could become infamous, joining the
likes of Hugo, Gilbert, Canille and Alicia. The names
are not pol tical candidates or oyal:y, they are
Hurricanes.

In his book "Hurricanes," Ivan R. Tannehill cites
several storms named for saints, such as Hurricane
Santa Ana, a violent storm which struck Puerto Rico

The use of easily remembered names reduces confusion when two or mo-e t-cpical storms occur and are
tracked simultaneously and/or repcr:ed through the
news media.
Experience also snows that sort distinctive names,
both written and spoken, are quicker and less subject to erro- than :he older, cumbersome latitudelongi:ude identification methocs. These advantages
especially are important in exchanging detailed
storm information arrong hundreds of widely scattered stations.
The practice of naming hurricanes dates back hundreds of years to the Wesi Indies when the storm

Ju'y 26, 1825. Two Hurricanes were named for San
Felipe, the first Sept. 13, 1876, and the second,
52-years later, Sept. 13, 1928. Both storms made landfall on Puerto Rico.
Wh le the earliest use of women's names for hurricanes can be traced to Australian meteorologist
Clemeni Wragge in the 19th Century, it did not
become a practice until World War II when
forecasters and meteorologists began plotting storm
movements over the Pacific Ocean.
Ir 1953, after creation of a new international
picnet:c alphabet forced the United States to abandoned a two-year-old olan to label storms with the
o d phonetic alphabet, the nation formally adopted
use of female names.
Cont. on pg 14
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Hurricane's anniversary focuses on what
by Jo Schweikhard Moss
Assistant Emergency Information Officer
Some anniversaries are marked with celebration'
some serve as reminders of pleasant events from
the past, others are grim reminders of what has
been-and perhaps what could be again. Hurricane Season 1992 is an example of the later.
Twenty five years ago Hurricane Beulah was born
near Martinique in the French West Indies, it
wasn't until two weeks later in the wake of mass
devastation that Beulah "died" near Alice, Texas.
When Beulah hit South Texas Sept. 20, 1967, she
was the third largest hurricane in history, exceeded in size only by the New England Hurricane of
1935 and Hurricane Carla in 1961. In her wake,
Beulah left 43,000 square miles of Texas under
water, an area larger than the State of Indiana.
While other hurricanes may have killed more people, caused more damage, or boasted higher wind
velocities, few were as mean as Beulah-based
upon the area she covered, the length of her
"stay" and the 115 tornadoes she spawned.
At sea still 150 miles southeast of Brownsville,
Beulah's wind speed was clocked at 160 mph.

Ashore Beulah's winds were measured between
110 mph and 145 mph. Sustained winds of 69 mph
with gusts to 109 mph were recorded at
Brownsville before the U.S. Weather Bureau was
forced to abandon the station there. Rain fall
totalled 20-30 inches, and tides topped 10 feet on
South Padre Island.
Among the 115 tornadoes spawned by Beulah, one
killed three people in Palacios. In all, Beulah
claimed 47 lives, including 14 in the United States
(none as a result of hurricane winds), nine in Mexico and 24 in the Caribbean. An estimated quarter
of a million people were evacuated from their
homes in Mexico and the United States.
As the hurricane side stepped much of Brownsville
and headed inland, a U.S. Navy hurricane hunter
reported that Beulah was "about the biggest,
nastiest storm I've ever seen."
In her wake, Beulah left an estimated $1 billion

damage and many areas without utility service of
any kind. The highway department was forced to
close all roads leading into the Rio Grande Valley
and most of those in the Corpus Christi area.
Damage didn't stop there as torrential rains

1MI

AFTERMATH OF 1967 HURRICANE BEULA H-Twenty five years ago this hurricane season, Hurricane Beulah left her
mark on south Texas-earning herself the dubious distinction of being one of the "meanest" hurricanes on record.
(File Photo)
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has been and what could be
created flooding and flash flooding as far away as
San Antonio where 10,000 people fled rising flood
waters, another 10,000 were evacuated from
lowlands along the Nueces River.
Similar threats were reported in towns along the
Rio Grande and Arroyo Colorado where continued
rains and runoff posed additional flooding problems often in areas unaffected by the direct effects of Beulah.
Slowly waters receded and evacuees were allowed
to return to their homes and businesses, or what
was left of them. All was not calm however as a
small tropical storm Fern, located approximately
300 miles southeast of Brownsville, developed into
a hurricane. Although Fern created some initial
worries, her affect on the Texas coast was minimal

as the storm followed a more southerly course,
but not before reminding Texans that the threat of
hurricane is ever present.
That sentiment was expressed by then Gov. John
Connally during his critique of Hurricane Beulah
held Oct. 3, 1967.
"Obviously, in times of relative tranquility it is difficult to impress upon people at any level, Federal,
State and Local and particularly the private citizen,
the need for planning for disaster," Connally said.
"Even in the trips that we made, on which many
of you went and where we visited the Mayors and
County Judges and other officials, we took the opportunity to say to them that we hoped that the
memory of this occasion would remain with them
for some time in planning for disaster."

Computer becomes evacuation planning tool
By Bob Gibson
Resources Planning Officer
A Personal Computer Program can help Texas
costal communities identify evacuation decision
times within costal zones threatened by the direct
impact of an approaching hurricane.
Called ESTED-TX (Estimated Safe Time before an
Evacuation Decision-Texas) the Personal Computer Program is dated August 1991 and utilizes
data included in the numbered Hurricane Marine
Advisories issued by the National Hurricane
Center in Miami.
Marine Advisories, unlike Hurricane Advisories, on-

ly are issued every six hours and contain marinerelated terminology and measurements; specifically, nautical miles per hour (KT) for wind and move-

ment speed, and Zulu (Z) Time to indicate the
world standard, Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
ESTED-TX will convert input values of KTs and Z
Time to miles per hour (MPH) and Central Daylight
Time (CDT) or Central Standard Time (CST), as applicable. However, it will produce incorrect data if
input values of MPH or CDT/CST are used.
Since KTs and Z Time data are not contained in Intermediate Hurricane Advisories, current available
information should be converted for input and a
new ESTED-TX report produced, as follows:
1. Use Latitude and Longitude data without
conversion

2. Forward speed, and Maximum Sustained Winds
require conversion from MPH to KTs (MPH
divided by 1.151 = KT) For example 10 MPH
divided by 1.151 = 8.6 KT while 75 MPH divided
by 1.151 = 65.1 KT and 130 MPH divided by
1.151 = 112.9 KT.
3. Advisory Time and Date require conversion to Z
Time (CDT plus 5 hours or CST plus 6 hours =
Z Time) For example 0800 CDT on June 6 =
1300Z on June 6 while 0800 CST on Nov. 3 =
1400Z on Nov. 3 and 2300 CDT on July 4 =
0400 on July 5.
4. Use the radius of 64 KT, 50 KT, and 34 KT
winds for the NE quadrant data from the
previously issued Marine Advisory. These input
values do not require conversion and should be
used until a new Marine Advisory is issued by
Miami.
The Division of Emergency Management also
broadcasts ESTED reports from Austin via the
Texas Law Enforcement Telecommunications
System (TLETS).
ESTED data tables will continue to be available for
local government query using the EVAC transaction code on TLETS II. Format and field help for
the EVAC-formatted screen provides operators with
instructions on how to receive data tables directly
from Austin.
Cont. on pg 14
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Instructwons

Hurricane eye positions are given by latitude and longitude.

When you receive an advisory, mark the eye position and the
time on the tracking chart. The area that can be affected by a
hurricane is approximately 150-200 miles in diameter. Because hurricanes change direction very quickly, you should
concentrate on where the storm could go.
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-urricaneSurvivat('Tips
- Make plans early.
" Listen constantly to radio or TV for hurricane posi-

tion.
* Check supplies:
* First aid kit for injuries.
* Transistor radio with fresh batteries.
* Flashlights, candles or lamps, and matches.
* Full tank of gasoline in your automobile.
" Canned goods and non-perishable food.
* Several days' supply of drinking water.
* Lumber or shutters to protect large windows.
* Masking tape to protect small windows.
* Materials for emergency repairs.
* If you live in a mobile home, check tie-downs and
immediately evacuate to a safer place.
" Anchor outside objects like trash cans, garden tools,
and toys. They can be deadly missiles in high winds.
" Move boats on trailers close to home. Fill the boats
with water to weight them and lash securely to trailer. Use tie-downs to anchor trailer to ground or house.
" Put valuables and personal papers in waterproof containers and store in the highest possible spot.
If you evacuate, be sure to take them with you.
" If you stay at home:

" STAY INDOORS. DO NOT GO OUTSIDE IN THE
BRIEF CALM DURING THE PASSAGE OF THE
HURRICANE EYE. Winds can increase to 75 mph
or more in a matter of seconds.
* Stay in an inside room away from windows and glass
doors.

* If you evacuate:
* Know where you are going. Leave early in daylight

if possible.

* Turn off gas, water, and electricity in your home.
* Lock windows and doors.
" Take survival supplies with you, like food and water,
first-aid kit, extra family medications and prescriptions, spare eyeglasses, hearing aids, and batteries if
needed.
" Keep important papers with you at all times. These
may include drivers license and other identification,
insurance policies, property inventory, medic-alert or
device to convey special medical information, and
maps to your destination.
- If you evacuate to a shelter:
* Make arrangements for all pets. They are not allowed
in shelters.
* Take blankets or sleeping bags, flashlights, special dietary foods, infant needs, and lighweight folding
chairs.
* Register every person arriving with you at the shelter.
a

DO NOT TAKE PETS, ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES OR WEAPONS OF ANY KIND TO SHELTERS.

" After the hurricane:
* If you are evacuated, do not come back until it is recommended by local authorities.
* Beware of loose or dangling power lines. Many lives
are lost through electrocution.
* Walk or drive cautiously. Watch out for snakes and
weakened roads and bridges.
" Do not use water until you get word that it's safe.
" Take extra precautions to prevent fire.

Above all, remain calm and listen for
instructions from your local authorities.

BR-V1
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BSA receives hurricane planning update
In 1979 the 66th Texas Legislature first adopted a
resolution encouraging the use of storm surge
computer modeling as an aid in making evacuation decisions during hurricanes, on June 12, DEM
presented the most recent update to that
process-this one for the Brownsville Study Area.
Hazard Mitigation Officer Wade Nofziger says the
latest material covers Cameron and Willacy Counties and replaces the 1987 study.
As in the past, the update is intended to provide a
tool for state and local officials to determine
worst-case situations, thereby assisting decision
makers with appropriate emergency response.
"To facilitate the decision-making process and
dissemination of information and instructions to
the general public," he says, "the study area is
divided into two clearly defined geographic
zones-an evacuation and contingency."
Zones, Nofziger explains, were determined by
degree of potential risks from hurricanes, with

evacuation zones considered at a greater risk than
contingency zones. Data developed during the project is targeted toward the characteristics of each
zone.
In addition to the Brownsville Study Area update,
a similar revision process is underway for the
Galveston Study Area and should be completed in
1993. A complete study of the Matagorda Study
Area is scheduled to begin in 1993, as well.
Costs for the two-year completion of the
Brownsville Study Area update was $42,000, with
the State paying $28,542 of that cost and FEMA
$13,458. The overall cost of the Texas Coastal Hurricane Preparedness Program to date is almost
$1.5 million, Nofziger said, with an estimated
$150,000 needed in 1993 for the Galveston Study
Area and Matagorda Study Area projects.
For the purpose of hurricane preparedness, five
study areas have been designated along the Texas
Gulf Coast: Brownsville Study Area, Corpus Christi
Study Area, Galveston Study Area, Lake Sabine
Study Area, and Matagorda Study Area.

Hurricanes can have inland impact too
by Elaine Viel
The Huntsville Item
It's highly unlikely Huntsville and Walker County
will be hit full force by a hurricane, but even after
such a severe storm makes landfall and begins to

weaken as it moves inland, it can still make life
here miserable if not down right dangerous.
Hurricane season officially begins June 1 and
ends Nov. 30. According to Billy Linville, who is

the chief deputy with the Walker County sheriff's
Office and the emergency management coordinator for the county, Huntsville plays a pretty important role when hurricanes do hit such Texas
communities as Galveston and Houston.
Huntsville is what is called a host community.
That means when residents of coastal areas must
evacuate their homes, many of them end up in
Huntsville.

The area may still be buffeted by strong winds
and heavy rains may cause flooding. Tornadoes
this far inland are not unusual during a hurricane.
After this past year's heavy winter flooding,
residents of the area should have a pretty good
idea which locations might be prone to flooding
and begin to take some precautionary measures.

One good place to start is to consider puchasing
flood insurance. In most cases homeowner
policies do not cover damage from flooding.
Homeowners and renters should check into the
availability of flood insurance through the Na-

tional Flood Insurance Program by contacting
their local insurance agent or broker. Homeowners
and tenants also can call the Federal Insurance
Administration toll free at 1-800-638-6620.
The program is administered by the Federal Insurance Administration of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency.
The next step is to make an itemized list of all furnishings, clothing and valuables. Experts suggest
taking pictures of these items, as well as of your
home, both inside and out.
Keep the insurance policy and list of personal property in a safe place, such as a safe deposit box.
Keep the name and address of the agent or broker
in your wallet. Learn the safest route from your
home or place of business to high, safe ground in
case flooding does occur. Practice taking that
route.

(Special Thanks to The Huntsville Item for allowing us to use this article.)
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Governor 's Proclamation
emphasizes awareness
Governor Ann Richards added her support to
Hurricane Preparedness efforts by proclaiming
the week of May 31 through June 6 as Hurricane Awareness Week.
A proclamation signed by the governor notes
that although Texas has been spared major hurricanes in recent years, its 624-mile coastline
makes the State vulnerable to the damaging effects of hurricanes and tropical storms.
"These phenomena of nature can affect areas
well inland. As a hurricane approaches,
evacuees from coastal areas will move away
from the danger area, and local jurisdictions
must be prepared to receive the influx. The
storms can cause surge tide flooding far away
from the coast and can cause heavy rains
throughout a large portion of the state,"
Richards noted in the proclamation.

The Governor encouraged increased awareness
of the dangers and problems associated with
hurricanes and tropical storms, including participation in the "Hurricane Polly" exercises.
Through the proclamation, Richards also encourage both public and private entities to
"develop emergency response and recovery
plans in coordination with local emergency
management offices."

ESTED-TX cont. from pg. 11
Coastal jurisdictions are encouraged to continue
to use the ESTED-PC version as their primary
source of information for their evacuation decision
times.
Editor's Note: Additional questions concerning
these procedures should be directed to Regional
Liaison Officers (RLOs) or to Bob Gibson at DEM
(512) 465-2453.

Thank You Note
SPECIAL THANKS FOR YOUR HELP WITH THIS
EDITION OF THE DIGEST Abel Contreras, Carolyn
Dahse, Mildred Damewood, Bob Gibson, David
Haun, Clay Kennelly, Kent Kinkade, Robert
Lansford, Ed Laundy, Tom Millwee, Anita Mitchell,

Wade Nofziger, Carolyn Pils, Bill Rodert, Tom
Ryan.

-jsm
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Storm is myth, lessons aren't
A hurricane which never happened, once again is
history. Preliminary reports indicate that when the
Hurricane Polly exercises were complete, 129 state
personnel, representing 18 state agencies supported 75 local jurisdictions and hundreds of participants in this year's program.
Four hurricanes were part of the training series
held throughout May for the Beaumont, HoustonGalveston, Corpus Christi, and Brownsville planning areas.
State Training Officer Bob Sandera said that exercise results are being analyzed and a final report
will be ready in early July. He said the exercises
helped show jurisdictions they can do what their
plans call for.
The exercises also demonstrated a need, he said,
"to go back and revisit certain planning areas"
particularly communications and coordination. In

thanking participants for their support of Polly '92,
Sandera said, "We hope they gained as much
from this year's exercise as we did."

Hurricane Names cont. from pg. 9
That practice changed in 1978 when men's names
were included in the Eastern North Pacific storm
lists. In 1979 lists for Atlantic and Gulf of Mexico
storms followed suit.
The modern name list-which does not include
names of specific individuals-has an international flavor because hurricanes affect other nations and are tracked by the public and weather
services of countries other than the United States.
The 1992 list is as follows:
Andrew
Bonnie
Charley
Danielle
Earl
Frances
Georges

Hermine
Ivan
Jeanne
Karl
Lisa
Mitch
Nicole

Otto

Paula
Richard
Shary
Thomas
Virginie
Walter

Names for lists are selected from library sources
and agreed upon by nations involved during international meetings of the World Meteorological
Organization. The letters Q,U, X, Y, and Z are not
included because of the scarcity of names beginning with those letters.
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September workshop focuses on EBS
Bill Rodert, N5UKM
RACES State Radio Officer

visory Council together to discuss the President's
desire to make EBS a viable system nationwide.

This year's District Radio Officers Workshop, Sept.
4-5 in Austin, will focus on the Emergency Broadcast System (EBS). All DROs interested in attending the workshop should send requests to the
Division of Emergency Management. Details regarding classroom and lodging will be announced in

The State Emergency Communications Committee
will meet in August in Austin to lay the foundation
for a State EBS Plan.

a July mail out to DROs.

Among other discussion topics during the
workshop will be content for a possible RACES
presentation at the 1993 Emergency Management
Conference. RACES members should send ideas
and recommendations to their DRO with informational copies to:
RACES PIO Herb Gehring, N5FHR,
Box 12553
El Paso, Texas 79913-0553
The EBS workshop topic should be a timely one. A
meeting held in Dallas May 7 brought FEMA, DEM,
FCC, broadcasters, and the President's Public Ad-

"Number Please"
speeds DEM calls
Individually assigned telephone numbers
should make it easier to call specific members
of the Division of Emergency Management
staff. While (512) 465-2138 remains the main
DEM number, calls can be routed faster by calling the office in question. All of the listed

numbers are in the 512 area code.
Administration
Communications
Energy/Hazardous Materials
Mitigation/Hurricanes/Floodplain
Nuclear Planning
Plans and Operations

465-2438
465-2273
465-2844
465-2449
465-2428
465-2440
465-2450

465-2451
Population Protection Planning
Public Information Office
RACES
Recovery
State Coordinator

465-3803
465-2425
465-2422
465-2435
465-2436

Training

465-2196

FAX number for DEM is 465-2444 and for PPP

I465-1964.

EOC/HF System Progress Reports
RACES reports coming into DEM often mention
the State EOC construction project. The project
still is in progress and moving along rapidly. We
hope to be back in the "hole" soon and that we
will have the RACES AMTOR back on line.
The DPS HF system for Operation SECURE also is
moving along. The Half Wave Dipole Antennas are
being installed at the 34 DPS Offices and should
be completed by the end of August.
During in-service training for the DPS Communications Operators, RACES was presented as a
source of expertise to assist DPS Operators with
their HF AMTOR system after it is in operation.
This concept was very well received.

Senate RCRA review begins
The Senate Environment and Public Works Committee has begun consideration of SB 976, the
reauthorization of the Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act (RCRA). Among major developments,
to date, was passage (13-4) of a controversial
amendment by Sen. Frank Lautenberg (D-NJ) that
expands reporting requirements when chemicals
are released into the environment.
Currently, industries are required under SARA Title
Ill to report to EPA release of approximately 320
toxic chemicals. The Senate amendment would require the EPA to expand that list by another 250

chemicals.

Update cont. from pg. 2
will strengthen our professionalization and, while
not all questions have been answered, I feel we
must approach this issue with a positive and productive attitude.
I am convinced that the combination of visibility,
accessibility, and credibility provide the foundation for success and growth. I value your input
and ideas and openly solicit them from each and
every one of you. Together we can make things
happen and more importantly, make a difference. I
look forward to a long professional and personal
relationship with the best in the business.
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Bring ging Recovery to forefront
by Ed La undy
Disaster Recov pry Manager
In slightly more than three years, Texas has received six presidential disaster declarations related to
severe thunderstorms and flooding. As the
Disaster Recovery Manager for Texas, I realize two

things.
1) When disaster strikes, the vast majority of
jurisdictions swing into action efficiently and
effectively. Evacuations are carried out,
rescues made, barricades put up, public service announcements broadcast and EOCs
opened. The things that need done, get done,
by the professionals trained to do them.
2) When it comes to recovery-both short and
long term-we are not doing so well. Many
jurisdictions do not know the steps to take to
apply for state and federal assistance. Fewer
still know the types of assistance available to
them. Only a small minority do detailed
damage surveys before seeking outside
funds.
It is my responsibility to provide the necessary information ahead of time so jurisdictions will be
prepared for the recovery phase in the disaster cycle. For that reason, several years ago we began a
series of actions to bring recovery to the forefront.

In 1988, we became the first state to develop and
teach a Disaster Recovery Course. So far, we have
conducted the course 18 times, reaching more
than 400 students. In 1989, we issued the
"Disaster Recovery-Texas" manual. In 1990, we

revised it and, in January 1991, reissued it. In
February 1992, we released our first locally produced video, "Damage Assessment."
Now we are in the design stage of a course about
damage assessment. The nature of our business
makes us leery of assigning deadlines for these
types of projects, but we hope to offer the first
course in early 1993.
We will use future issues of the Digest to make
available additional recovery information. In the
meantime, anyone who would like a copy of
"Disaster Recovery-Texas" and/or the "Damage
Assessment" video, may contact me at (512)
465-2433, or write:
MR ED LAUNDY
DIVISION OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
PO BOX 4087
AUSTIN TX 78773-0001
The Disaster Recovery Course normally is taught
four times a year in Austin, but anyone interest in
having us bring the course to them should call me
for further information.

Field Office closed, recovery efforts continue
Temporary offices established by the Division of
Emergency Management (DEM) and FEMA
(Federal Emergency Management Agency) have
closed.

ty Counties. The president concurred with the
governor's request, just a few days before the
field office was to close, so it was kept open to
process the second disaster (937 DR).

The field office was opened to provide a place
for DEM, FEMA, the Small Business Administration, American Red Cross and others to work
while assisting local governments and citizens
recover from the floods which struck central
Texas in late December 1991 and January 1992
(930 DR).

However, Disaster 937 DR was approved for Individual Assistance programs only. City and
County governments were not eligible for
assistance in that disaster.

To date, DEM has processed more than $3
million in assistance to approximately 200 Texas
cities and Counties. The Texas Department of

Human Services (DHS) has approved payments
totaling more than $5.34 million to more than
1,600 citizens.
While the field office was open, Governor
Richards requested another disaster declaration
from President Bush for Harris, Tyler and Liber-

Correspondence pertaining to assistance to
your jurisdiction should be addressed to Moises
Dugan for public assistance and to Hal Wilson
for individual assistance:
DIVISION OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

P0 BOX 4087
AUSTIN TX 78773-0001
Telephone calls should be directed to Moises
Dugan at (512) 465-2445 or to Hal Wilson at (512)
465-2441.
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Letters laud Lansford's work at DEM
One of Robert Lansford's retirement gifts was a
collection of letters written to the Chief and compiled by his staff. The idea for the tribute came
from then Operations Chief Tom Millwee.
Millwee set to work collecting the letters. When all
was said and done, more than 70 were sent from
throughout the United States by friends, governors,
former governors, federal, state and local officials,
DPS Officials, and from throughout the emergency
management community. Following are excerpts
from some of those letters.

J.D. Legler, Fayette County Coordinator:
In my 15 years or so of working in Emergency
Management, I have found your leadership to be
both inspiring and courageous. Your inspiration
has led the Department into a solid, workable
force that has helped the Citizens of Texas
through many perils. Your courage has defied
powers that bring about changes in the Department and that has been welcomed by all working
in Emergency Management...
Elizabeth Gonzalez, City of Pasadena Deputy

Former Texas Governor Bill Clements:

Coordinator:

... Bob, you and I have spent many hours together
trying to solve some of the problems of this great
state of ours and certainly during your 23 years of
service to the state, you have made an enormous
contribution...On a personal note, I thoroughly enjoyed working with you and our relationship was
really on the basis of friendship, respect and a
mutually considered job to be done. I always
counted on your wise counsel and good judgment.
You have served the state loyally and with great
diligence. We in the state will be sorry to see you
leave state government...

..The direction and leadership you have provided
to local government during your tenure in office
has been outstanding. We especially appreciate
the personal time you expended in our behalf - on
more than one occasion-to meet with our Mayor
and help us "save our EOC." You were one of the
few people who impressed him.

Wilson E. Speir, retired DPS Director:
I am pleased and honored to have an opportunity
to join hundreds of your friends in extending heartiest congratulations on the occasion of your
retirement. Time has a way of "getting away from
us" and it just doesn't seem possible that it has
been almost a quarter of a century since you went
to work for the Department. But it has been, and
you have done an excellent job from the
beginning-often under very adverse
circumstances.
I want to express my personal appreciation to you
for your continued interest, commitment and
dedication through the years. Sometimes it is difficult to sell a program that benefits the public
when they can't see the end results, but you were
a master in this area, too, and we salute you for
it...

Leo Gossett, retired DPS Director:
Congratulations...If you are like most retirees, you
reach this point in life with mixed emotions...When
a person reaches this time in life, he should
reflect back on his career. Surely you will receive
much pleasure as you view the many contributions
you have made to your fellow man that have contributed to a better way of life. Truly your time has
been spent in public service...

Armando Gil Jr., Reeves County Coordinator:
On May 22, 1987, a devastating tornado struck the
small community of Saragosa in Reeves County at
which time united a team of Emergency
Preparedness Experts together led by a man with
leadership as his quality...my attendance to future
class meetings will not be the same without you
there to greet us...
Bruce R. Miles, State Forester:
... Certainly your are among the premier state
employees who richly deserve such an opportunity. Moreover, I want to express my sincere appreciation for your outstanding cooperation and
assistance between your agency and the Texas
Forest Service. It was through your efforts that the

two agencies really began to work together in a
more cohesive manner...
Joe Rice, City of Canyon Coordinator:
. . I know that you have put in many long hours and
days to make the Emergency Management in the
State of Texas the very best possible. All of us at
the local levels would not have near the Emergency Management system as we do have it if were
not for your efforts...All citizens of this great state
can feel much more secure because of your
efforts.
Douglas W. Matthews, Galveston City Manager:
..The City has been able to develop a top notch
emergency management program because of you
and your staff...the State of Texas' emergency plancont. on next pg.
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Letters cont. from previous pg.
ning, training, expertise, and preparations are second to none, primarily thanks to your strong
leadership...

Walt Kelley, Potter and Randall Counties
Coordinator:

I want to take this opportunity to thank you for
the many times you personally helped me. Your input into my program and the times you came here
to talk to different groups made my job much
easier. It is my pleasure to know you and call you
a friend. You have been there for me when needed
and have never demanded anything in return...
William C. Wilson, Major General, TXARNG:
Speaking on behalf of the Adjutant General's
Department and the Texas National Guard, I want

to commend you on your dedicated and professional service to the State of Texas. Through your
leadership, commitment to excellence and atten-

tion to details, Texas has a quality Emergency
Management program...
Dr. Carlton Ruch, Texas A&M University:
This letter is intended to convey my sincere

thanks for your deep concern over the safety of
costal residents of Texas...Our fifteen years of acquaintance, and common concern for the safety of

Texas coast residents, has produced a better hurricane preparedness program for Texas. And I hope
that this trend toward better hurricane
preparedness set by you will continue...
John L. LaFleur, Director Pennsylvania Emergency
Management Agency:
. . Not only have the citizens of Texas been served
by your fine work, but people all over the United
States have benefited from your insight and continued perseverance to make these laws aid the
victims of disaster in the way in which the United
States Congress intended...Your impact on
emergency preparedness will stay with us all for
many years to come. My thanks to you, your family and all those who worked with you for their efforts as dedicated public servants and contributors to the good of their fellow man.
Dale W. Shipley, NEMA President:
..You have been a loyal and faithful servant. The
plaudits from those close to you, the thanks of
your citizens, and the joys of retirement are well

deserved. The membership of NEMA and I are
pleased to be counted among your friends on this
occasion and wish you God's richest blessings.

HAZMAT TRAINING-Part1cipsnts from Round Rock Fire
Department, EMS, hospiraF, ad from the District
Disaster Committee combined forces in early June for a
full-scale hazardous materials exercise designed to test
incident command structure and communications
among personnel at the o-scene, EOC and DDC levels.
(Jo Schweikhard Moss Photo)

Emotional Toll cont. from pg. 5
The important thing, he explained, is to identify a
network of local persornel who likely will respond
to a major emergency "So that, when outside
assistance is needed, it is smoothly incorporated
into the local helping effort."
"The more information and preparation you have
available up front, the better you can respond to
uncertain circumstances during uncertain times,"
Schaefer said.
"Each situation-be i- severe weather such as tornado or hurricane, flcoding, airplane crashes,
violent crime, civil unrest, or a hazardous
materials incident-has un que issues involved in
how we deal with it. Any situation that involves a
large loss of life, a charge in the quality of life, or
something that is significantly out of the ordinary,
is a place where you will find people who need

help dealing with the emotional and psychological
effects of disaster."
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EASTER NIGHT STORM DAMAGE-Shorty before 6 p.m. on Sunday, Apr,'f 19, a tornado touched down in the City of
Trinity in Southeast Texas. The twister cu a tw.>rile track either side of a line across Highway 19. Damaged areas
included businesses, an apartment cornp'ex and the high school. Damage estimates were placed at approximately
$700,000. (Clay Kennelly Photo)

DEM PersonneL..

Joe L. Crabtree, is the newest member of :he DEM
staff, effective Jure 15, assuming :he post of
Regional Liaison Officer for Region 4. Joe comes
to DEM from the City of Lubbock Fire Department
where he is duties included emergercy planning
and hazardous materials response.

"Texas" stories, Ed has shared some of This
State's maiy experiences with f ooding.

Gary Patterson will serve as Manager of Com-

'The reason both these states asked us to come,"
Ed said. "is they feel they are well overdue for
flooding, and floods are their biggest hazards."
Neither Mi higan nor Oregon ias exper enced any
major flooding in at least a decade.

municatiois, replacing Jack Martine who retired

Laura Tidwell, secretary in the DEM Trairing sec-

May 31. Gary began his caree- as a Navarro County dispatcie- while still in college then weni on to
work for the Texas Department of Corrections, Corsicanna Police Department and back to Navarro
County before joining DPS ii 1977 as a communications operator n Waco. He mced to headquarters in 1987 and has been in the Austir area
since then.
Ed Laundy, may be thinking about develop ng a
road show o- his own. He has been the featu-ed
speaker at two other states' emergency management conferences-Michiga-i and Oregon. The
Michigan's conference was held at Lansing and
the Oregon's at Bend in Central Oregcn. The
primary interest fo- these states, he said, has
been Texas flooding-so armed with plenty of
emergency management material and a handful of

tion, is recovering nicely f'om injuries sustained ir
an automobile accident at the end of May.
David Haun is back on the jot after surgery in
May, and is feeling much better.
Alan Bird, 'esigned his DEM Auditor post to
become a controller for Lakeway Financial Corporation, elective Tuesday, June 16. Alan had
been a part of the DEM staff for almost three
years.
Ed Schaefer, DEM PLblic Information Officer, was
recognized by People Against Violent Crimes for
his service during the Killeen incident last Oc-

tober. Ed, who was Regional Liaison Officer in
Waco at the time, received a certificate of appreciation from the organization, which recognized
him for "dedication to victims of violent crimes."
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TRAINING COURSE SCHEDULE
As of June 10, 1992
Jun 22-26
Jun 27-28
Jul 14-16
Jul 14-16
Jul TBD
Aug 3-7
Aug 10-14
Aug 17-18
Aug 19-21
Aug TBD
Sep 15-18
Sep 14-25
Sep 21-25

Radiological Response Team
Incident Command Systems
Emergency Management Workshop
Intro to Emergency Management-Reg. 6
Intro to Emergency Management-Reg. 4
Emergency Planning Course
Radiological Officers Course
Radiological Officers Refresher
Developing Volunteer Resources
Intro to Emergency Management-Reg. 5
Radiological Monitor Instructor
Chemistry of Hazardous Materials
Exercise Design

Contact the DEM Training Section for course
information/registration.
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